
What’s Happening 
at Schacht
The Cricket

Our cute-as-a-bug new 
little rigid heddle 
loom is gaining 
fans aplenty. One 
excited weaver 
called today to 
exclaim how much 
she loved it. “It’s the perfect loom 
for beginners. It works really well and is priced just 
right.” We agree. We designed the Cricket as a kid’s 
loom, but we like to say “this loom is no toy.” It’s 
developing its own fan club of adults, too.

In case you’ve missed the excitement, here’s the 
scoop. The Cricket has a 10” weaving width and 
comes with an 8-dent reed and all the equipment 
you need to weave: two stick shuttles, a warping 
peg, table clamps, and two balls of Brown Sheep 
worsted weight yarn. At $135 it makes a great gift. 
Oh, and one other thing, we’ve included complete 
instructions and three how-to projects.
Additional accessories include:

10” pick-up stick--$9.75
10-dent Cricket Heddle—$25.00
12-dent Cricket Heddle—$25.00

Limited Edition Shuttle
Think of our 9” cherry mini boat shuttle ($32 

retail) and you’re close to what our 11” slim cherry 
duckbill 
looks like. 
We’ve had 
requests for 
this style of 
shuttle over 
the years, so 
we decided 
to make a special run for the holidays. Ask for it at 
your favorite Schacht Dealer. Cherry 11” duckbill 
shuttle retail $39.00.

In the Hopper
We’re working on some new spinning products. 

The first two slated for availability are our bulky 
head and plying head for our Ladybug and Match-
less Spinning Wheels. We received enthusiastic 
response from some of the spinning world’s best 
spinners when we showed prototypes at SOAR this 
past fall. We’re refining the design and hope to have 
it to your favorite dealer early in 2009.

40th Anniversary 
1969-2009

How did 40 years pass so quickly? Stay tuned. 
We’ll have an interview with founder and creative 
mind Barry 
Schacht in 
our next 
issue. Also, 
look for 
some sort 
of special 
edition 
something. 
We’re not 
sure what 
it’ll be, but don’t worry, we’ll let you know in plenty 
of time to make sure you don’t miss out.

9” cherry mini boat shuttle (top) 
shown with 11” duckbill shuttle (bottom)
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Yearning to Weave
If you’re a novice weaver or even one who feels 

like you’d like some more weaving support, our new 
monthly weaving instruction feature with accom-
panying project will help you develop your weaving 
skills, as well as maintain your new-found enthu-
siasm. Written by novice weaver Melissa Ludden, 
you’ll love her writing and the projects she comes up 
with. Check out Melissa’s first installment on Friday, 
December 19th. Click on the “Yearning to Weave” 
link on our home page.

Also on the web: Jane Patrick blogs about 
Schacht, weaving, and life as a weaver at Violet 
Rose - click on the link for Violet Rose on our web-
site: www.schachtspindle.com.



Sometimes it feels good to use what’s on hand. 
For warp I used the reliably sturdy and thrifty cot-
ton carpet warp in a variety of colors, and for weft I 
combined fabrics left over from a rug I’d woven 
as well as other miscellaneous fabric bits 
in my “rag bag”. It was a fun challenge to 
combine what was readily at hand to create 
something useful. Though the same technique 
is used throughout, I purposely altered each mat 
for similar-but-different mats—part of the fun of 
weaving your own.

Weave Structure: Plain weave.
Warp: 8/4 cotton carpet warp at 1680 yd/lb in a 
variety of colors. I used light, medium and dark 
greens, and red and yellow.  You’ll need 3½ yards 
for four mats, which allows 28” loom waste.
Weft: Cotton fabric cut into ½” strips (you’ll need 35 
yards of ½” strips used double for each mat (140 
yards for four mats) and 8/2 cotton carpet warp, 
about 70 yards for each mat (280 yards for four 
mats).
Warp Length: 3½ yds.
Width in Reed: 14”
Ends Per Inch: 10
Total Warp ends: 140, including floating selvedges.
Picks Per Inch: 11-12 for body of mat; 18 for hems.
Finished width: 12”
Finished length: 18” 

Weaving
Weave 1½” with cotton carpet warp at the begin-

ning and end of each mat for hems. For the body of 
the mat, I alternated two picks of carpet warp with 
one pick of rags throughout. Borders, also alternat-
ing two picks of cotton carpet warp and one pick of  
rag, are woven with 5 rows of gold rags and 3 rows 
of red rags. I chose blue rags for my main color and 
inserted accents of orange, green, and gold in no 
particular pattern. The overall woven length of each 
mat is 18”, excluding hems. The borders are 2¼” 
and the body is 12½”, measured off tension. Each 
mat uses a different color of carpet warp for weft. I 
used red, gold, purple, and green.

Finishing
I secured the warp ends with knots and then 

hand washed the fabric length in hot soapy water. 
After rinsing the fabric well and laying it flat to dry, 
I steam pressed, cut off all of the rag tails and ran 
a zigzag stitch between all the mats before cutting 
them apart. 

Make a double hem by folding the hem twice to 
meet the edge of the rags. Press the hem well and 
then machine stitch just along the edge of the hem. 
If you are careful to match your sewing thread, the 
stitching is almost invisible.

Floating Selvedge
Floating selvedges are your friends. When weav-

ing with several shuttles or a twill weave structure, 
often the selvedge thread is not caught each time. 
Without a floating selvedge in place, it is necessary 
to go over or under the edge thread to catch it. This 
can be a drag. A 
floating selvedge 
eliminates this 
little hassle. Float-
ing selvedges are a 
single warp thread 
(sometimes these 
may be doubled) at 
either edge of the 
weaving. Floating selvedges are threaded through 
the reed but not through a heddle and are thus not 
controlled by the harnesses. When you open the 
shed you will see the selvedge floating in the center 
of the opening. To weave, you place your shuttle 
over the floating 
selvedge when you 
enter the shed, and 
exit on the other 
side underneath the 
floating selvedge. 
After a bit of weav-
ing, you won’t even 
notice the floating selvedge is there.
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essary to hand beat with a weighted beater every 
few rows in order to get the rags packed in well.

• I like to separate strips of rags with a smaller 
yarn. For these mats, I followed each rag pick with 
two picks of cotton carpet warp.

• To make tidy selvedges, I twist the fabric strips 
at the selvedges 
before inserting 
the shuttle into the 
shed. Again, this 
adds time to your 
weaving, but it 
really, really im-
proves the look of 
your edges.

• Prints are really fun to play with because they 
generally have a right and wrong side that adds a 
lovely color and texture variation to the surface of 
your fabric.

Sometimes, to help keep the floating selvedge 
well-tensioned, you can add weight to it. I like to use 
an S hook and hang either heavy washers or fishing 
weights on the hook. The hooks just stay in place 
throughout the weaving. Use as much weight as 
necessary - a few ounces is usually enough.

Working with rags
I love using fabric strips for weaving. I like the little 

bits of threads that poke out of the weaving. I like 
the slight inconsistency in the surface of the fabric. 
I like how a print fabric shows its different surfaces. 
And, I like the way rags make a sturdy fabric, wheth-
er for table or floor!

Here are some of my tips for working with rags.
• I use a rotary cut-

ter, self-healing mat and 
T-square to cut strips. 
If you don’t have this 
equipment, it’s worth the 
investment. You’ll find all 
kinds of uses for the ro-
tary cutter—and it makes 
fabric cutting a snap. Do 
be careful, the blade is 
super sharp.

• Two strips pack in 
better than a single strip 
of the same size. This 
means more rag cutting, 
but I gotta tell ya, the end result is so much better. 
Not only does the weave pack in tighter, but the 
selvedges look better too.

• I join the strips 
together by overlapping 
them about 3/8” and 
glue them together with 
a tiny dab of glue stick. 
It doesn’t take much—
you only need the strips 
to stay glued together as long as it takes to weave 
them.

• For doubling strips, I work on two strips at a 
time and then wind them together on a stick or ski 
shuttle—this way my two strips end up the same 
length.

• To really get the strips well packed in, it is help-
ful to change sheds before beating, and use a firm 
beat. For rigid heddle weavers, you may find it nec-
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Great Shuttles for Rag Weaving

14” and 20” Rag Shuttles
($29 and $32 retail price)

Rug Shuttle
($31 retail price)

18” and 24” Ski  Shuttles
($32 and $34 retail price)


